
SURFACE BURST ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE (EMP) APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS SUMMARY SHEET (NC)

‘… gamma rays from the reaction will ionise the air. … Fermi has calculated that the ensuing removal of the natural electrical potential gradient in the
atmosphere will be equivalent to a large bolt of lightning … All signal lines were completely shielded, in many cases doubly shielded.  In spite of this many

records were lost because of spurious pickup at the time of the explosion that paralysed the recording equipment.’

– Robert R. Wilson, ‘Summary of Nuclear Physics Measurements’, in K.T. Bainbridge, editor, Trinity, 16th July 1945 nuclear explosion, Los Alamos report LA-

1012, 1946 (reprinted in LA-6300-H, p. 53, 1976).

‘The objective of Mike shot [10.4 Mt surface burst, 1952] was to test, by actual detonation, the theory of design for a thermonuclear reaction on a large scale,
the results of which test could be used to design, test, and produce stockpile thermonuclear weapons…  On Mike shot the early electromagnetic signal was

displayed in sufficient detail [in oscilloscope screen photographs] to allow a rough measurement of the time delay between primary and secondary fission
reactions.’

– Declassified portions of Stanley W. Burriss, Operation Ivy, Report of Commander, Task Group 132.1, WT-608, 1953, Secret – Restricted Data, pp. 7-13.

‘The shot characteristics were compared to the actual EM-pulse waveform parameters.  These comparisons showed that, for surface shots, the yield, range,
and presence of a second stage can be estimated from waveform parameters.’

– Unclassified Abstract of F. Lavicka and G. Lang, Waveform of Electromagnetic Pulse from Nuclear Detonations, Operation Hardtack, Project 6.4, weapon test

report WT-1628, 1960, Secret – Restricted Data.

EMP SURFACE BURST EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM GRAPHS IN PHILIP J. DOLAN, CAPABILITIES OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, DNA-EM-1, CHANGE 1

EMP FIELD CAUSE ORIENTATION EFFECTS SURFACE BURST EMP EQUATIONS

Radial electric field
(only occurs within

ionised air region, but
the power pulses can
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power cables, phone

lines, and railway
lines)

Electric field
between electrons

and ions.  Electrons
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their air molecules
by prompt gamma

rays (Compton
effect) cause a local

radial electric field

Radial, i.e.,
horizontal

polarisation near
earth’s surface

(pick-up is by
horizontal cables)

Peak frequency of 30 MHz; induces

current pulses in horizontal cables,
which can branch out in the grid,

delivering significant EMP energy to
100 km or more.  After the 1.19-kt

Sugar surface burst at Nevada in
1951, cable-controlled nuclear tests

in Nevada had to use diesel
generators to avert the EMP from

tripping mains grid circuit breakers.

E (radial) = 1.93 x 107 (f W)0.355 [R +

(1.94 x 10-9 R4)]-1 e-σR/42 v/m ±
20%.

(f W) = fission yield (kt)
R = ground distance (m)

σ = ground conductivity (S/m)

Close-in radiated
electric field (within

ionised air region)

Peak frequency falls from 6.25 MHz at

500-m range to 1 MHz at 7.2 km from
a 1 Mt shot.  This electric field is only

induces currents in vertical aerials

and cables.  The rise time of the
radiated electric field varies from 40-

ns at 500-m ground range, to 250-ns
at 7.2 km from a 1 Mt burst, because

of the effect of the ionised conductive
air in attenuating the higher

frequencies (faster rise-time part of
pulse) more severely

E (close-in radiated) =
-65,500 (f W)0.18 [R2+(2.5R)]-1 exp[-

(0.14 R) – (8.7 x 10-6 R/σ)] v/m ±
20%.

(f W) = fission yield (kt)
R = ground distance (m)

σ = ground conductivity (S/m)

Distant radiated
electric field (outside

ionised air region),
called the ‘radio-flash’

(single click sound on
any radio receiver)

during the 1950s
tests

Radio signal

radiated (like radio
waves from a

vertical aerial), due
to the time-varying

net current
vertically above the

detonation, or in the
case of the close-in

radiated signal, it is
also due to the local

vertical current
shorting down to

the ground or sea

Vertically
polarised (pick-

up is by vertical
aerials)

This electric field only induces
currents in vertical aerials and cables.

The radio-flash wave-form at the limit
of the ‘conductive region’ (5.8 km for

100-kt, or 7.2 km for 1 Mt) has a
peak at 250-ns in the negative

direction, with the peak field at that
ground range increasing from 1,300

to 1,670 V/m for yields ranging from
1-kt to 10 Mt.  This ‘conductive

region’ limit is arbitrarily defined by
the Americans as the radius at which

the peak air conductivity is 0.1µS/m.
At greater distances, the rise time to

peak electric field is longer.

E (distant radiated) =
-4,160,000 (f W)0.127 /R

v/m ± 20%.

(f W) = fission yield (kt)
R = ground distance (m)

σ = ground conductivity (S/m)

Azimuth magnetic

field (only occurs
within ionised air

region)

Electrons in the air

shorting downwards
to earth, then

flowing back
(towards ground

zero) through the
ground, a current

loop.  This causes a
magnetic field

Magnetic field

lines are
horizontal circles

that point
clockwise when

viewed from
above (looking

downwards)

The azimuth magnetic field has a
peak frequency of 30 MHz

B (azimuth) = 13(f W)0.355 [R-2 +

(2370R-3)] exp(-1.72 x 10-5 /σ)

Teslas ± 20%.

(f W) = fission yield (kt)
R = ground distance (m)

σ = ground conductivity (S/m)

Below: EMP ionisation lightning clearly photographed 36 milliseconds after the 1
November 1952 Mike 10.4 Mt surface burst at Eniwetok Atoll.  The fireball radius is
580 m and the lightning in the ionised conducting air grows upward from the
surface at 100 km/s, curving to follow constant field intensities.  The nearest
lightning origins are both 925-m from ground zero, the next is at 1,100 m, and in
other photos weaker lightning flashes hit the ground at 1,280 and 1,380 m.  The
five lightning bolts around the Mike fireball are only visible in photographs taken
between 3 and 75 milliseconds after burst.  The lightning bolt currents are 150-250
kA, a short circuit of negative charge from the atmosphere to the ground or ocean.
(Reference: J. D. Colvin, et al., ‘An empirical study of the nuclear explosion –
induced
lightning seen
on IVY - MIKE’,
Journal of
Geophysical
Research, v.
92, 1987, p.
5696.)

Radio-flash clicks or ‘Electromagnetic Pulses’ (EMP) from surface and near

surface burst chemical explosives were first reported by H. Kolsky in Nature,
vol. 173 (1954), p. 77.  A chemical explosion breaks up molecules at

temperatures of up to 5,000 °C, causing a separation of charged particles.
Negative charged electrons are emitted with faster speeds than their ions

(positive charged molecules), due to the conservation of momentum in
impacts, so a separation of charge occurs.  Once the downward fireball hits

the earth’s surface, asymmetry is introduced and thereafter the net flow of
charge in the air is upward, and acts like a radio transmitter antenna.  This

radiates an EMP.  The peak electric field strength falls off by the reciprocal
cube of distance near the explosion, but only by the reciprocal of distance

further away.  Extensive measurements by Dr Victor A. J. van Lint (IEEE
Trans. on Nuc. Sci., vol. NS-29, 1982, pp. 1844-9) show that in chemical

explosion surface bursts the EMP is vertically-polarised and first peaks in
the negative direction at 8 milliseconds after detonation, proving that the

most rapidly moving charges in chemical explosions are negative.  The
averaged first peak electric field strength for a distance of 35 m from surface

bursts of 46 kg of TNT was –389 v/m, dropping to –5.20 v/m at 140 m.


